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“Information such as that
contained in this report is
essential for organisations and
government regulators to help
promote conversation, shape
thinking, and build resistance
to flawed decision making.”
The Rt. Hon. Lord Peter Goldsmith, QC, PC; Former UK Attorney General (2001–2007);
Chair of European and Asian Litigation – Debevoise & Plimpton LLP;
Member of the Bars of England and Wales and New South Wales
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“The issue of international bribery by Australian
corporates is not necessarily new, but enforcement
of Australia’s anti-bribery provisions in the
Criminal Code is now one of the AFP’s
key priorities.
Together with the anti-bribery enforcement efforts
of other countries, notably the US and the UK,
Australian organisations need to focus on
managing this risk, pursue a zero tolerance
attitude, and deal swiftly with any indications
that it may be happening.
Anything less presents real exposure for company
executives and directors.”
Ramzi Jabbour, Assistant Commissioner, National Manager Crime Operations, Australian Federal Police
Assistant Commissioner Jabbour has responsibility for the AFP’s enforcement of Australia’s
anti-bribery legislation.

“It would be easy to sit back and say that New
Zealand is the country perceived to have the least
corruption, and that it only happens to others.
However, we are seeing more instances of domestic
corruption such as bribes paid to public officials,
and corrupt payments made within the
private sector.
Organisations need to be awake to the changing
environment as well as the legal and reputational
risks and consequences associated with engaging
in corrupt practices.”
Nick Paterson, General Manager, Fraud & Corruption, NZ Serious Fraud Office
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Introduction

Historically, bribery and
corruption has not been high on
the risk agenda for Australian
and New Zealand organisations.
Other risks have seemed both
more important and more
immediate.
For some organisations, entering the murky world of
paying bribes in relation to offshore operations has
been seen as a necessary cultural evil, and the price
of doing business in offshore locations where corrupt
behaviour is considered the ‘norm’.
However, the landscape is changing. Expectations are
higher and stakeholders are increasingly demanding
a commitment to ethical business dealings across the
operational spectrum.
So what has changed?
A number of things, including:
• As Australian and New Zealand organisations
increasingly look overseas for new business and
growth opportunities, their exposure to corruption
risk and non-compliance with applicable foreign
anti-bribery legislation increases
• The enactment of the United Kingdom’s Bribery
Act (UKBA) in July 2011, and the growing impact
internationally of the long enforced United States’
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act’s (FCPA)
• Increasing enforcement by the Australian Federal
Police (AFP) and New Zealand’s Serious Fraud
Office (SFO), means the activities of wayward
individuals and organisations are increasingly
under the microscope.

Ignorance and inactivity are also no longer a defence.
Consequently, awareness of the risks, and how to
manage them, has become more important than
ever before.
Our survey
The results of this inaugural Deloitte Bribery and
Corruption Survey confirms our experiences that
Australian and New Zealand organisations are
encountering bribery and corruption incidents and
challenges which many are ill-equipped to identify,
manage and, most importantly, prevent.
With this report, we not only provide a summary
of our survey results, but also present the views of
regulatory bodies, the international body fighting
corruption, Transparency International (TI),
and industry experts.

Frank O’Toole
Partner, Deloitte Forensic Australia

Barry Jordan
Partner, Deloitte Forensic New Zealand
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About this report

This report is the result of a
survey conducted by Deloitte in
Australia and New Zealand
between April and May 2012.
Chief Financial Officers, Chief Risk Officers, other
senior executives, board members and other
employees responsible for risk management were
asked to respond, with respect to their experience and
that of their organisation, to a series of questions on:
• Challenges in relation to fraud, bribery and
corruption risk
• Organisational bribery and corruption compliance
programs and assessments
• Australian, New Zealand and international
legislation covering the bribery and corruption of
foreign public officials.
The survey was completed by 390 respondents,
including those from ASX 200 and NZX 50
companies, Australian subsidiaries of foreign
companies, public sector organisations and other
listed and private companies.
The most common profile of respondents was an
employee within a finance position, followed by
executive/board members and then those working
in compliance/risk, legal and internal audit roles.
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Unless otherwise stated, all percentages referred to
in this report relate to the responses of the survey.
Deloitte makes no representation or warranty about
the accuracy of the information or how closely the
information gathered in the survey will resemble
organisations’ actual instances and experiences of
fraud and bribery and corruption. Circumstances
might have changed since the time this information
was gathered, and this survey does not take such
matters into account.
All responses are confidential, and only aggregate
responses have been reported. We have compiled the
information into a series of graphs and have drawn
certain conclusions about fraud, bribery and corruption
based on a weighting that we have allocated to these
responses. The graphs and our conclusions are based
on the answers we received in the survey and the
weightings given to those responses.

Executive summary

Exposure – who’s at risk?
• 34% of organisations have operations in high risk
jurisdictions1
• Of these organisations:
– 21% have experienced a bribery and corruption
incident in the last five years, and 61% of these
occurred in the last 12 months
– 79% have not experienced a known instance
of bribery and corruption in the last five years,
but 48% of these have never conducted a
corruption risk assessment
– 21% do not discuss corruption risk at
management or board level
• 46% of organisations that have experienced a
foreign bribery and corruption incident are parties
to joint ventures with offshore operations
• The top three industries to have experienced
known instances of bribery and corruption in
offshore operations are:
– Energy and resources
– Manufacturing and engineering
– Financial services
• These industries account for 60%
of known instances.
How much do organisations really know about what
is happening in their offshore operations? How many
realise the high risk corruption presents? How many
are reliant on their JV partners to do the
right thing?

Enforcement – what about the law?
• Only 25% of organisations with offshore
operations have a ‘comprehensive’ understanding
of relevant legislation
• Of the executive/board members who responded,
50% represent organisations with offshore
operations, and of these:
– 20% said they have a ‘comprehensive’
understanding of the applicable domestic
(Australian or New Zealand) legislation
– 41% with operations in the US said they have a
‘comprehensive’ understanding of the FCPA
– 40% with operations in the UK said they have a
‘comprehensive’ understanding of the UKBA
• Of organisations with offshore operations,
40% said they are not concerned with risks
arising from non-compliance with applicable
legislation, yet 67% of these respondents have
never conducted a bribery and corruption risk
assessment.
Managing bribery and corruption risk needs to
take into account the various legislative exposures,
particularly those in Australia, New Zealand, the US,
and the UK. While an ethical culture mitigates the
risk of a legislation breach, knowledge of the law
is essential.
Accountability – who knows what to expect?
• 48% of organisations with offshore operations do
not have any formal policy or compliance program
in place to manage corruption risk
• 14% of organisations that have never undertaken a
risk assessment have experienced a foreign bribery
and corruption incident in the last five years
• 80% of organisations with offshore operations
either do not regard foreign bribery and corruption
as one of the top five risks to their business in the
next five years, or said the risk was not applicable
to their organisation.
How can employees and third parties be
accountable when an organisation’s position on
corruption involving offshore operations is unclear?

1

North Asia, South East Asia, West Asia, North Africa, East Africa, West Africa, South Africa, the Middle East, South America, the UK and
US. The UK and US are included due to the application of the UKBA and FCPA outside of the UK and US respectively.
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Exposure
Who’s at risk?

The combination of economic volatility and a growing focus on
offshore operations is increasing exposure for Australian and
New Zealand organisations to foreign bribery and corruption.
Economic volatility makes winning and retaining business increasingly important, and can also increase
pressure on management to deliver. Further, it creates temptation and incentive to resort to bribery to close
the deal, especially in countries where it might be an accepted practice.
This presents both reputational risks to an organisation and personal exposure for executives and directors.
Has your organisation experienced any known instances of foreign bribery and corruption
in the past five years?
All offshore operations (51% of respondents)

19%

Offshore operations in high risk jurisdictions
(34% of respondents)

21%
No known instances

81%

Yes

• Just over half (51%) of respondents reported
having offshore operations, while 19% of these
experienced a known bribery and corruption
incident in the last five years
• 54% of these instances occurred in the last
12 months.

No known instances

79%

Yes

• Of the 34% of respondents who reported having
operations in high risk jurisdictions, 21% had
experienced a bribery and corruption incident
in the last five years
• 61% of these instances occurred in the last
12 months.

In respect of the incidences identified, it is important to understand that these are only known instances.
In our experience, despite varying levels of internal controls, events often come to light several years after
they have occured, having been undetected for extended periods of time.
This higher occurrence in the last 12 months may reflect the increased focus of regulatory and law
enforcement bodies in this area, increased awareness among organisations following high profile cases,
volatility in global markets and an increased pressure to win and retain business, or a combination of
these factors.
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Does your organisation have offshore operations in any of the following jurisdictions?2/3

United Kingdom – 66
UKBA

North Asia – 53

North Africa – 15
United States – 78
FCPA

West Africa – 19
West Asia – 28

Middle East – 39
East Africa – 15
South East Asia – 96
South America – 34
South Africa – 29

• Just over one third of organisations (34%) reported having operations in the high risk
jurisdictions identified on the TI map
• Of these organisations, 79% have not experienced a known instance of corruption in
the last five years, but 48% have never conducted a corruption risk assessment
• Further, 21% do not discuss corruption risk at management or board level.
With close to half having never conducted a corruption risk assessment, and a fifth not
discussing corruption risk at management or board level, how do these organisations
determine whether or not they are at risk, and whether an event has actually occurred
(or might be occurring)?
How can management be sure that bribery and corruption is not taking place on their watch?

2

3

Survey responses have
been overlaid on the TI
Corruption Perception
Index 2011 map.
134 respondents reported
a total of 472 offshore
operations in the
jurisdictions above.

“The Corruption Perception Index 2011 map produced by Transparency
International is overlaid with the survey results. It highlights that
Australian and New Zealand businesses must operate with caution and
diligence in countries where corruption is rife. Around a third of Deloitte
survey respondents have offshore operations in some, or a combination,
of Asia-Pacific, Africa, the Middle East and South America.
More than 70 per cent of countries in these regions have scored below
five on our Index, meaning that their public sectors are perceived to
pose a serious corruption risk. Awareness of the extent of corruption
risk that exists so close to home is the first step to solving the problem.”
Michael Ahrens, Chief Executive, Transparency International Australia
Deloitte Bribery and Corruption Survey 2012 – Australia & New Zealand A storm on the horizon?
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“Stemming from the fears of UK
companies that the UKBA will result
in them being uncompetitive, the UK
authorities have announced that they
will first focus on foreign companies
to level the playing field.
The UKBA is far-reaching and
multi-jurisdictional. For example,
an Australian organisation undertaking
business in the UK with mining
operations in Africa can be prosecuted
by UK authorities for any bribery that
occurs in Africa.
Any organisation doing business in the
UK is captured under
the UKBA by anything it does anywhere
in the world. Foreign organisations must
be alert to this.”
The Rt. Hon. Lord Peter Goldsmith, QC, PC; Former UK Attorney General (2001–2007);
Chair of European and Asian Litigation – Debevoise & Plimpton LLP;
Member of the Bars of England and Wales and New South Wales
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Types of business relationships/operations
held by organisations that have experienced a
known instance(s) of bribery and corruption in
the past five years:4/5
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
Distribution centre

Strategic alliance(s)

Project based
(WB, ADB, AAID
and turnkey)

Supplying local
customers/clients

Subsidiary

Office location

Joint venture

0%

• Of the organisations that have experienced
instances of bribery and corruption in the last
five years, joint ventures, office locations and
subsidiaries are the most common type of
business relationships/operations offshore
• Close to half (46%) of these organisations are
party to a joint venture with offshore operations.
The results come as no surprise, as a significant
number of anti-bribery and corruption enforcement
actions across the globe arise from mergers,
acquisitions and investments.

“Working offshore enhances
the need of your employees to
receive adequate training and
regular updates regarding your
organisation’s bribery and
corruption policies. It is vital that
everyone is regularly reminded
of both their moral and legal
duty not to engage in unethical
behaviour, and to report any
such suspected behaviour.
For all organisations, culture is
a critical preventative measure.
However, the span of control
can dilute the culture of an
organisation. Some geographically
dispersed parts of operations can
become disconnected from where
the tone is set, and this is a very
real challenge for organisations.”
Barry Jordan, Partner, Deloitte Forensic
New Zealand

In terms of managing this risk, TI UK recently
issued guidance6 stating that due diligence should
be conducted on all investments on a timely,
risk-based and proportionate basis that should
be commensurate with the level of bribery risk
associated with the operations of the target entity.

4
5

6

WB = World Bank, ADB = Asian Development Bank, AAID = Australian Agency for International Development
21 of the 37 organisations that have experienced a known instance(s) of bribery and corruption in the past five years reported having
multiple types of offshore operations. The graph represents the type of offshore operation as a percentage of the total known instances.
‘Anti-Bribery Due Diligence For Transactions’, www.transparency.org.uk
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Has your organisation had any known
instances of foreign bribery and corruption
in the past five years (organisations with off
shore operations by industry)?
3%
3%

3% 3%

Energy/resources
Manufacturing/engineering
Financial services

5%
5%

30%

5%

Retail
Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Government/public sector
Property/building/construction

5%
8%

19%
11%

Transportation/logistics
Electricity, gas and water supply
Infrastructure

“Australian and New Zealand
organisations that operate in
industries such as mining,
construction and defence need
to be particularly careful.
However, if they follow the
guidelines released by the UK
authorities, they are unlikely to
find themselves in difficulty.”

Professional services
Telecommunication/media

• The top three industries to have experienced
known instances of bribery and corruption in
offshore operations are:
– Energy and resources
– Manufacturing and engineering
– Financial Services.
• These industries account for 60% of known
instances of foreign bribery and corruption as
reported by respondents.
This is not unexpected, as these industries are
particularly susceptible to bribery and corruption risk.
Among other things, they generally have operations
in high risk jurisdictions that require a high level of
interaction with government, both of which increase
the exposure to corruption risk.
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The Rt. Hon. Lord Peter Goldsmith, QC, PC

Enforcement
What about the law?

“To date, the AFP has received 30
foreign bribery referrals, and six of
these have been received in the last
financial year.
For organisations operating under
the jurisdiction of the Australian
Criminal Code Act 1995 (Australia’s
anti-bribery legislation), a few
considerations are relevant:
• Diligence is key – do you have
visibility of the actions of your
offshore employees and where
payments are going and why?
• No improper payment is OK, no
matter how small – the AFP does
not have a specific threshold value
when assessing payments, and the
cumulative value will be relevant
• Companies are liable for employees
and agents – do you know who you
are doing business with and what
they are doing?
• Each specific matter will turn on
its own facts – for example, key
considerations for the AFP when
assessing hospitality, travel, charitable
donations, facilitation payments
and the like, are whether these are
reasonable in the circumstances, are
obviously for a business purpose, and
have been clearly documented and
accounted for.”

The UKBA that came into effect in July 2011 has
far reaching powers and the potential to impose
severe penalties. Combined with Australian,
New Zealand, and US legislation, this represents a
far reaching legislative regime across key jurisdictions,
underpinning an enhanced focus on organisations
doing the wrong thing in their offshore operations.
Domestic
Which of the following statements best reflect
your organisation’s knowledge of the Australian
Criminal Code Act 1995 (Cth) with regard to
prohibiting foreign bribery and corruption
(Australian organisations with offshore operations)?

17%

22%
Comprehensive
Some working knowledge

21%

Limited

40%

No working knowledge

Which of the following statements best
reflect your organisation’s knowledge of the
New Zealand Crimes Act 1961 and the Secret
Commissions Act 1910 with regard to prohibiting
foreign bribery and corruption (New Zealand
organisations with offshore operations)?

15%
33%

Comprehensive
Some working knowledge

36%

Limited
No working knowledge

16%

Ramzi Jabbour Assistant Commissioner, National
Manager Crime Operations, Australian Federal Police
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Foreign
Which of the following statements best reflect
your organisation’s knowledge of the US FCPA
(organisations with US operations)?

28%

30%

Comprehensive
Some working knowledge
Limited

14%

No working knowledge

28%

Which of the following statements best reflect
your organisation’s knowledge of the UKBA 2010
(organisations with UK operations)?

32%

32%

Comprehensive
Some working knowledge
Limited

12%

No working knowledge

24%

Both domestic and foreign

28%

25%

Comprehensive
Some working knowledge
Limited

16%

31%

No working knowledge

• There is a concerning lack of awareness of
anti-bribery laws, both domestic and foreign,
with only 25% of organisations with offshore
operations having a ‘comprehensive’
understanding of the relevant legislation
• More than two in five (44%) of respondents with
offshore operations either have limited or no
working knowledge of the applicable domestic
and/or foreign anti-bribery laws.
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With the increasing focus of the AFP, NZ SFO and
UK regulators, it is vital that organisations have a
sound understanding of their regulatory obligations.
Without this, compliance with the law will be a major
challenge for organisations.
However, while an important consideration, compliance
with the law is just one dimension of risk management.
Having a realistic confidence that an organisation’s
employees will make the right ethical decisions is
likely to assist in mitigating the risk of an organisation
breaching the law in the first instance.

“The enactment of the UKBA
has raised many questions in the
corporate world, in particular,
to whom it applies and how
compliance can be achieved in a
proportionate way.
The truth is if an organisation is
complying with the FCPA and is
cognisant of its own legislation,
it is likely that it will meet the
majority of the requirements of
the UKBA.
One key difference is facilitation
payments, which affect many
organisations on a regular basis
in the course of doing business.
This is a real problem, a real
challenge for organisations
to deal with, but deal with
it they must.”
The Rt. Hon. Lord Peter Goldsmith, QC, PC

Executive/board member knowledge of
applicable domestic and foreign legislation
(whose organisations have offshore operations):
Domestic

20%
Comprehensive
Some working knowledge

47%
33%

Limited or no working
knowledge

• Of executive/board member respondents, 50%
were from organisations with offshore operations.
Of these:
– One in five (20%) have a ‘comprehensive’
understanding of the applicable domestic
(Australian or New Zealand) legislation
– Just over two in five (41%) with operations in
the US have a ‘comprehensive’ understanding
of the FCPA
– Two in five (40%) with operations in the UK have
a ‘comprehensive’ understanding of the UKBA.
It is perhaps unrealistic (and unreasonable) to expect
senior executives and board members to have an
intimate knowledge of all legislation applicable to
their organisation. However, understanding that the
legislation exists, an organisations’ obligations under
that legislation, and what the organisation is doing to
manage it, is a fundamental governance imperative.

Foreign – US

24%
41%

Comprehensive
Some working knowledge
Limited or no working
knowledge

35%

Foreign – UK

33%

40%

Comprehensive
Some working knowledge
Limited or no working
knowledge

27%

Deloitte Bribery and Corruption Survey 2012 – Australia & New Zealand A storm on the horizon?
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Is your organisation concerned with risks arising
from non-compliance with either domestic
or foreign legislation (organisations with
offshore operations)?
80

79

42
66

70
60
50

67%

40
56%

30
20

13

10
0

7%
No

Yes –
somewhat

38%

Yes – Not applicable
key issue
to my
organisation

Total responses
% that have never conducted a
bribery and corruption assessment

• Of organisations with offshore operations,
40% said they are not concerned with risks arising
from non-compliance of applicable legislation
• Yet 67% have never conducted a bribery and
corruption assessment.
While this could be a case of ‘you don’t know what
you don’t know’, the question we would pose to
organisations is: Are you comfortable that you have
the knowledge to make informed decisions about
whether or not your organisation is, or is not, at risk
from non-compliance with either domestic or
foreign legislation?
See page 22 for a summary of bribery and corruption
legislation in Australia, New Zealand, the UK and US.
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“More work needs to be done in
many organisations to develop
stand-alone anti-corruption
policies, regularly conduct
special anti-corruption audits,
perform due diligence on and
monitor third parties, and
manage the increased corruption
risk in major emerging markets.
Companies that evaluate the
strengths and weakness of their
anti-corruption programs and
take steps to address their
deficiencies can reap substantial
benefits by reducing the
likelihood of being the subject
of a prosecution, avoiding the
resulting cost of penalties and
litigation, and safeguarding
their reputation.”
Andrew Johnstone-Burt, Consulting Partner and
Public Sector practice leader, Deloitte Australia

Accountability
Who knows what to expect?

It is vital that management and
directors are not complacent in
assuming that they have
adequate internal controls in
place to identify and manage
their bribery and corruption risk.
Even when controls do exist, they are often only
given lip service and, as a result, they are failing.
Importantly, where control gaps exist, and an
incident is discovered, an organisation must ensure
that it is armed with all of the facts up front so there
are no surprises when law enforcement investigates
(or the media comes calling).
Directors and management also need to demonstrate
to stakeholders and regulators that misconduct such
as bribery and corruption is not tolerated at any level.
It is ultimately the board of directors, as the driver of
corporate direction, strategy and governance, and any
individual employees involved in any incident, that will
be held responsible for breaching the legislation.

Does your organisation have a formal foreign
bribery and corruption policy/compliance program
in place (organisations with offshore operations)?

43%

48%

No
Not known
Yes

9%

• Close to half (48%) of organisations with offshore
operations responded that they do not have any
formal policy or compliance program in place to
manage corruption risk
• However, 8% of these respondents said that
they are in the process of developing a policy
or program or are considering this
• Nearly one in ten (9%) of respondents did not
know whether their organisation had a formal
foreign bribery and corruption policy/compliance
program in place.
A formal bribery and corruption policy/compliance
program minimises the risk of exposure to regulatory
investigation, imposition of criminal convictions,
punitive penalties, and consequent damage to
reputation through negative publicity.
In our experience, those organisations that don’t have
a clear policy and compliance program in place tend
to face greater difficulty in relation to remediation
and enforcement outcomes.
Further, if an organisation fits the risk profile, not
having a policy and compliance program embedded
across the organisation enhances an already
significant exposure.
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How recently has your organisation conducted
a formal foreign bribery and corruption risk
assessment (organisations with offshore operations)?

15%

14%

Within the last six months

14%

49%

Known instances of bribery and corruption
(organisations with offshore operations who
have not conducted a formal foreign bribery
and corruption risk assessment)

Within the last year

No known instances

Within the last two years

known instance

Not applicable to my organisation

13%

Never

86%

10%

• Three in five (59%) of organisations with offshore
operations have never conducted a formal
foreign bribery and corruption risk assessment,
or stated that it was not applicable to their
organisation

• More than one in ten (14%) of respondents
whose organisation have never undertaken
a risk assessment have experienced a foreign
bribery and corruption incident in the last
five years.

A strong reputation, at home and abroad, is everything. An organisation can actually enhance its reputation
by undertaking proactive measures to demonstrate to its markets and regulators that it is committed to ethical
business dealings.
On the basis of our experience, many organisations are caught off guard when an incident comes to light
and do not have the appropriate measures in place to address and respond to the incident accordingly.
Where we have seen organisations avoid this pitfall, they have had prevention, detection and incident
response measures in place, which were regularly monitored and updated and consistently applied.
This had them well placed to manage their response and the fallout from an incident.
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In the next five years, do you regard foreign bribery
and corruption as one of the top five risks to your
business (organisations with offshore operations)?

20%
No

6%

74%

Not applicable
Yes

• Four in five (80%) of respondents with offshore
operations said they either do not regard foreign
bribery and corruption as one of the top five risks
to their business in the next five years, or the issue
is not applicable to their organisation
• Only one in five (20%) see bribery and corruption
as one of the top five risks to their business.
Historically, global regulators have not focused
their attention on Australian and New Zealand
organisations. However, with the announcement by
the UK authorities that they will first focus on foreign
companies in relation to the enforcement of the
UKBA, organisations exposed to this risk are advised
not to rely on the historical lack of focus of foreign
regulators as a risk mitigator.
There is a risk of complacency given the general
absence of Australian and New Zealand organisations
from the global enforcement landscape. This is one
instance where history may not be the best indicator
of the future. Importantly, with the increased focus
by the AFP and NZ SFO in this area, the Australian
and New Zealand enforcement environment should
be, arguably, as much on the radar for Australian
and New Zealand organisations as international
regulations.

“The impact of a bribery and
corruption investigation, let alone
a conviction, represents a serious
reputational risk – not just for
individuals directly involved,
but also for management and
directors who may be held
personally accountable.
Management and board members
need to be able to demonstrate to
stakeholders and regulators that
this type of misconduct is not
tolerated at any level.
Many organisations need to
evaluate and upgrade their
anti-corruption efforts.
Having an effective program
in place is more important than
ever before.”
Frank O’Toole, Partner, Deloitte Forensic Australia
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“In 1970, nearly all of New Zealand’s export trade
was with countries such as the UK, US and Australia,
all of which have low levels of corruption.
In 2011, less than 50% of our trade went to these
countries, with the majority moving to countries
with high levels of corruption in both business and
government. Exports to China, for example, have
increased by 160% since our Free Trade Agreement
came into force in 2008.
Yet, Transparency International New Zealand’s
information suggests that even our largest listed
companies are complacent about corruption risk and
lack the published principles confirming their
business integrity, the tools to carry out business in
an ethical manner and the staff training essential to
remaining vigilant.
This is surprising given the benefits to the business
bottom line of ethical practice. Our research shows
that corrupt practices cost companies as much as
35% of the cost of doing business in Asia. Yet, if
companies are demonstrably trustworthy, they not
only save these costs but also have more productive
staff, can access capital at a lower cost and can earn
more revenue through easier market access and
higher share market returns.”
Suzanne Snively, ONZM – Executive Chair, Transparency International New Zealand
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Thoughts from the front line

Strong governance pays dividends
Deloitte’s The leadership premium – How companies
win the confidence of investors reveals the core
capabilities industry analysts look for and how they
‘test’ the quality of leadership.
With regards to maximising shareholder return
through leadership, the research found that industry
analysts look for three core components:
• “Strategic clarity – a clear vision of what the
organisation needs to achieve
• Successful execution – proven ability to
meet objectives
• A culture of innovation – commitment
to enterprise; an environment for ideas.
In addition, they look for two things that support
these components:
• Effective corporate governance
• Effective leadership characteristics.
“Integrity and being responsible to shareholders
[are crucial].”
Analyst, Hong Kong
“…I will be very sensitive to market rumours
around fraud or weak governance.”
Analyst, Japan
Governance is arguably the element that underpins
all other factors. The UK phone hacking scandal,
the global financial crisis and debates about the
use of customer data, have highlighted the need for
organisations to be effectively governed.

“All successful companies are
built on a solid foundation of
values and culture. The leadership
premium highlights the
importance of a strong and robust
governance structure, not only
from a reputational and risk
management perspective, but also
from a shareholder value
perspective.
The ‘tone from the top’ is
instrumental in building this
foundation, and if management
does not promote a sound
corporate governance culture in
respect of bribery and corruption,
this will permeate through the
organisation.
The question organisations
should be asking is whether they
can afford to ignore this.”
Frank O’Toole, Partner, Deloitte Forensic Australia

Good governance protects an organisation from
reputational and downside risks – while, at the
same time, allowing it to make informed decisions
about entrepreneurial risks.” 7

7

https://www.deloitte.com/au/leadershippremium
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Identifying and reducing the risk
A range of simple principles and measures can help
organisations develop the necessary frameworks and
policies to address bribery and corruption risk.
These include, but are not limited to:
• Conducting a risk assessment and considering
bribery risk exposure based on key external and
internal operating factors, including jurisdiction,
sector of operation, transaction type, business
partnership and remuneration structure
• Recognising that bribery and corruption is a real
business risk
• Obtaining a copy of the Australian Government’s
Fact Sheets on foreign bribery available from the
Federal Attorney General’s Department or the New
Zealand Ministry of Justice brochure ‘Saying no to
Bribery and Corruption’
• Implementing an effective compliance program to
prevent and detect bribery and corruption for the
organisation and its subsidiaries and agents
• Training employees and agents on anti-bribery
policy and business ethics
• Implementing a whistleblower policy and
procedures to enable concerns to be appropriately
reported and dealt with
• Knowing intermediaries and agents by performing
adequate background checks and continually
monitoring their conduct.

Culture is key
Culture is essential. Many of the major crises that
organisations have experienced have been due to
the behaviour of senior level management that has
permeated the operation. If people accept that it
is how the organisation operates – or that corrupt
behaviour is accepted in any circumstances – that
becomes the culture.
Organisations should not accept the position that
‘it is the price of doing business here’. Making a
commitment to sound business behaviour is the
only way things will change.
Clear communications from top and middle
management to stress the importance of,
and requirement of complying with, applicable
anti-bribery laws is essential. It is vital that
organisations ensure senior management visibly
support and endorse anti-bribery measures.
18

“One of the biggest issues for
Australian and New Zealand
organisations operating offshore
is the global environment in
which they find themselves.
While there are many upsides,
it means that they are as much
regulated by foreign legislation,
such as the FCPA, and more
recently the UKBA, as they
are by domestic legislation.
We also commonly see these
organisations in alliances,
joint ventures, or major contract
arrangements with counterparties
bound by laws from other nations.
The expectation is that they
will conduct themselves to the
standard required of those
counterparties driven by their
home country. This is a common
scenario on major projects
in countries such as Papua
New Guinea.”
Chris Noble, Partner, Deloitte Forensic Australia

A good policy
A strong and effective bribery and corruption
policy is essential in managing the risk, establishing
the structure around anti-bribery activities,
communicating to employees what is expected of
them, and communicating to other stakeholders that
an organisation is aware of the risk and is managing it.
This is important both in mitigating the chance of an
event happening in the first place, but also important,
in the event of an incident, in showing the regulators
that it is a rogue event and not a systemic one.
A good policy will contain three key elements.
Prevention
Prevention efforts are absolutely essential. Potential
reputational impacts aside, organisations waste a lot
of time and money responding to incidents they may
have been able to spend a lot less on preventing.
A clear and well communicated policy, training,
tone from the top, ongoing employee support
(especially for those working in high risk operations
and/or geographies), a robust internal control
framework, and multi-level risk assessments,
among other things, play a vital role in preventing
or protecting an organisation from an incident.
Detection
Having the right information is invaluable in terms
of controlling the response if an incident does occur,
and just as important in minimising the extent of the
problem. In addition, having mechanisms in place to
detect red flags can be very cost effective mitigators.
Whistleblower hotlines, data analysis (particularly
over accounts payable and employee expenses),
transactional level reviews, and deep dives on a
project basis can all secure the information needed
to detect, or even better, prevent an incident.

A robust investigation also further demonstrates to
stakeholders that an organisation is committed to
a zero tolerance stance, demands accountability,
and that directors and management are committed
to a strong and holistic anti-bribery and corruption
corporate culture.

After seeing another newspaper
report of corruption allegations
against an Australian corporate,
the General Counsel of a major
Australian entity recently observed:
“I can’t emphasise enough the
importance of knowing as much as
possible about the matter before it
becomes headline news. You need
to have the facts, understand the
regulatory environment both in
your home country and the
countries in which you operate
and be prepared. This should be
a key corporate governance
objective not only from a risk
and reputation perspective,
but also because it’s the right
thing to do, and commercially
it leads to increased stakeholder
confidence and therefore value.”

Response
Responding promptly and consistently to a suspected
incident is crucial in stemming the flow of potential
impacts. Firstly, a full investigation is required in
order to understand the circumstances – who might
be responsible, what internal systems were used or
manipulated – followed by full cooperation with any
regulatory investigation should one eventuate.
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Controls count
Controls and compliance can also deliver less tangible
value. A strong program designed to prevent corrupt
activities may reduce the potential for reputational
damage, business disruption and even deliver a
competitive advantage.
Organisations, even those not operating in a high
risk environment, should have basic controls in place
to ensure compliance with local and international
anti-bribery and corruption laws.
• Risk assessment – Consider bribery risk exposure
based on key external and internal operating
factors, including jurisdiction, sector of operation,
transaction type, business partnership and
remuneration structure
• Proportionate procedures – Adopt procedures
that are proportionate to the specific bribery risks
faced by the organisation
• Awareness – Raise awareness of anti-bribery
and corruption obligations through internal
and external communication and training
• Clear, effective policies and training –
Management should outline clearly all policies to
set out compliance with applicable legislation and
provide appropriate training for employees
• Management commitment – Ensure senior
management visibly supports anti-bribery and
corruption measures with clear communications
stressing the importance and requirement of
complying with applicable laws
• Due diligence – Where acquisitions and
commercial intermediaries such as consultants
and sales agents are concerned, it is vital to
conduct due diligence in order to determine
who an organisation is dealing with and any
potential risks. Incorporate corruption risk into due
diligence assessment frameworks for third party
intermediaries and even extend to due diligence
across merger and acquisition and business
alliance activities
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• Monitoring – Procedures should be continually
monitored, reviewed and updated in line with the
organisation’s bribery risk profile
• Data analytics – Consider running data analytics
anomaly testing to detect corruption flags, such
as large round-dollar payments, payments to
politically exposed persons and invalid business
addresses, post office boxes or phone numbers
• Whistleblower hotline – Consider whistleblower
systems to provide ways for employees to report
any concerns over suspicious activities that may
indicate corruption.

“For organisations involved with
government development agency
projects, such as those funded
by the World Bank or Asian
Development Bank, the mere
fact that such donor agencies
are involved, likely that an
organisation is likely operating
in a high risk environment,
and any breach could have
significant impact in terms
of access to such projects in
the future.
The risk of debarment as a result
of non-compliance is real.”
Campbell Jackson, Partner, Deloitte Forensic Australia

Red flags
There are a number of indicators that an organisation
can look out for when it comes to the potential
existence of bribery and corruption in offshore
operations. These include, but are not limited to,
the following:
General
• Large petty cash movements
• Payments in cash that are irregular and/or are not
in the normal course of business
• Payments or transactions made in a country or
industry with a history of corruption
• Inadequate or missing documentation and records
• Requests for commissions that are substantially
higher than the ‘going rate’ in that country
• False accounting entries.
Dealings with foreign officials
• Provision of gifts, hospitality, travel and/or
entertainment to foreign officials or relatives
• Representatives or consultants recommended by
government officials or customers
• Payments for schooling the children of foreign
officials or to charitable organisations headed by
foreign officials
• A vendor has family or business ties with local
government officials or has a bad reputation in
the business community
• Purchasing or renting properties from foreign
officials or their relatives.

“The audit committee is the key
to protecting an organisation from
risks of bribery and corruption
and needs to identify potential
risks and ensure processes are in
place for detecting, reporting and
responding to events.
Some organisations rely on their
standard internal audits,
which may not be sufficient.
Organisations should consider
conducting procedures
specifically designed to
identify corrupt activity.”
John Leotta, Partner, Deloitte Assurance
& Advisory Australia

Third parties
• The use of foreign commercial intermediaries
including business consultants, distributors,
sales agents and representatives
• Preference for certain contractors during a
tendering process
• Lack of independent checks and due diligence
of contracting or tendering process
• Vendors requesting over-invoicing, invoice
backdating or cheques to be made out to ‘bearer’
or ‘cash’
• Unusual or high bonuses/commissions paid to
foreign representatives.
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Summary of legislation

Australia
Treaties
Australia has signed and ratified the following international treaties in relation to anti-bribery and corruption:
1. OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions
2. United Nations Convention against Corruption
3. United Nations Convention against Transnational Organised Crime.
Legislation
Under the above conventions, Australia has committed to managing and criminalising bribery and corruption under the following legislation:
1. Division 70 of the Criminal Code Act 1995 (Cth) (the ‘Criminal Code’)
Purpose: To make bribery of foreign/commonwealth public officials unlawful, where:
i. The inducement is offered or provided with the intention to influence the official in their exercise of official duties
ii. The benefit obtained is not legitimately due.
Applies to: All conduct constituting the offence, where it occurs wholly or partly in Australia. Where the conduct occurs wholly outside of Australia the Criminal
Code applies, if at the time of the alleged offence, the person was:
i. An Australian citizen
ii. A residents of Australia
iii. A body corporate incorporated by or under a law of the Commonwealth or of a State or territory.
Enforcement: The AFP has primary responsibility for the enforcement of Division 70 of the Criminal Code.
Penalties:
i. Individuals – Maximum penalty of 10 years imprisonment and/or a fine of 10,000 penalty units (AU$1,100,000)
ii. Body corporate/company:
– If the value of the benefit obtained can be determined, the maximum penalty is the greater of 100,000 penalty units (AU$11,000,000) and three
times the value of the benefit obtained
– If the value of the benefit obtained cannot be determined, the maximum penalty is the greater of 100,000 penalty units (AU$11,000,000) and ten
per cent of the annual turnover of the body corporate.
Public Consultation Paper – 15 November 2011
In November 2011, the Commonwealth Attorney General’s Department (AGD) announced a public consultation regarding Australia’s bribery and
corruption laws. A primary focus will be a review of facilitation payments and consideration of the removal of this defence from the current legislation to
maintain consistency with international legislation and treaties.
It is expected that the AGD will release Australia’s National Anti-Corruption Plan later this year.
2. Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (Cth)
Purpose: Provides a mechanism to trace, restrain and seize proceeds of crime against Commonwealth Law.
New provisions 2010: In February 2010, new provisions were introduced in relation to the making of unexplained wealth orders. The submission to the
Parliamentary Joint Commission on Law Enforcement states that:
“Unexplained wealth orders are one of several confiscation mechanisms designed to help law enforcement agencies combat serious and organised
crime. They are aimed at those who remain at arm’s length from the commission of offences and are not always able to be directly linked to specific
offences. In particular, unexplained wealth orders target senior organised crime figures who fund and support organised crime, but seldom carry out the
physical elements of crimes...
Under Commonwealth unexplained wealth legislation, if a court is satisfied that there are reasonable grounds to suspect that a person’s total wealth
exceeds the value of the person’s wealth that was lawfully acquired, the court can compel the person to attend court and prove, on the balance of
probabilities, that their wealth was not derived from offences with a connection to Commonwealth power. If a person cannot demonstrate this,
the court may order them to pay to the Commonwealth the difference between their total wealth and their legitimate wealth.”8
3. Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters Act 1987
Purpose: Provides a mechanism to obtain evidence from overseas jurisdictions in an evidentiary format legally able to be admitted in an Australian court of law.

8
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New Zealand
Treaties
New Zealand has signed and ratified the following international treaties in relation to anti-bribery and corruption:
1. OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions
2. United Nations Convention against Transnational Organised Crime.
In addition, New Zealand has signed the United Nations Convention against Corruption and is currently taking steps to ratify the agreement.
Legislation
Under the above conventions, New Zealand has committed to managing and criminalising bribery and corruption under the following legislation:
1. Part 6 of the Crimes Act 1961 (The ‘Crimes Act’)
Purpose: Part 6 of the Crimes Act contains criminal bribery offences in relation to the corruption of the Judiciary, Ministers of the Crown, Members of
Parliament, law enforcement officers, public officials and the corrupt use of official information.
Applies to: All offences committed by the following, in or outside New Zealand:
i. New Zealand citizens
ii. Persons ordinarily resident in New Zealand
iii. Body corporates incorporated in New Zealand
iv. Corporations solely incorporated in New Zealand who commit this offence outside New Zealand.
Enforcement: The New Zealand SFO and Police are responsible for the enforcement of the Crimes Act.
Penalties:
i. A maximum of seven years imprisonment for Members of Parliament, law enforcement officers and officials who corruptly accept, obtain, agrees or
offers to accept or attempts to obtain any bribe
ii. A maximum of seven years imprisonment to any individual who corruptly gives, offers or agrees to give a bribe with intent to influence
iii. A maximum of 14 years imprisonment for Judicial Officers, Ministers of the Crown or a member of the Executive Council who corruptly accept, obtain,
agrees or offers to accept or attempts to obtain any bribe.
2. Secret Commissions Act 1910 (The ‘Secret Commissions Act’)
Purpose: The Secret Commissions Act covers bribery and corruption offences applicable to the private sector.
Applies to: The Act provides that ‘Every person is guilty of an offence who aids, abets, counsels, or procures, or is in any way directly or indirectly
knowingly concerned in or privy to the commission of any offence against this Act, or the commission outside New Zealand of any act in relation to the
affairs or business of a principal residing or carrying on business in New Zealand which if committed in New Zealand would be an offence against this Act.’
Penalties:
i. Individuals – A maximum fine of NZ$1,000 and two years imprisonment
ii. Corporations – A maximum fine of NZ$2,000.
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United States
Treaties
The US has signed and ratified the following international treaties in relation to anti-bribery and corruption:
1. OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions
2. United Nations Convention against Corruption
3. United Nations Convention against Transnational Organised Crime.
Legislation
Under the above conventions, the US has committed to managing and criminalising bribery and corruption under the following legislation:
1. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act 1977 (FCPA)
Purpose: To make bribery of foreign government officials unlawful, where the bribe is for the purpose of obtaining or retaining business.
Applies to:
i. All US citizens
ii. Certain foreign issuers of securities
iii. Foreign firms and individuals ‘who cause, directly or through agents, an act in furtherance of such a corrupt payment to take place within the territory
of the United States.’
Enforcement:
i. The United States Department of Justice – Responsible for the civil and criminal enforcement of the Act with respect to domestic concerns and foreign
companies and nationals
ii. The United States Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) – Responsible for civil enforcement of the Act with regards to issuers.
Penalties:
i. Criminal:
– Corporations and other business entities – A fine of up to US$2,000,000 per violation
– Officers, directors, stockholders, employees and agents – A fine of up to US$100,000 per violation and imprisonment for up to five years
– These fines may be higher under the Alternative Fines Act.
ii. Civil:
– Any firm and officer, director, employee or agent of a firm, or stockholder acting on behalf of the firm are subject to a fine of up to US$10,000 per violation
– A court may also impose an additional fine not exceeding the greater of the gross monetary gain arising from the offence or a specified dollar limitation.
The specified dollar limitation ranges from US$5,000 to US$100,000 for a natural person and US$50,000 to US$500,000 for any other person.
iii. Other actions: For violations of the FCPA, a person or firm may also be:
– A corporation fined up to US$25,000,000 for violation of the Books and Records and Internal Control provisions
– An individual fined up to US$5,000,000 in addition to up to 20 years imprisonment for violation of the Books and Records and Internal Control provisions
– Prohibited from doing business with the United States Federal government
– Ruled ineligible to receive export licences
– Be suspended or barred from the securities business
– Be suspended or barred from certain agency programs.
2. Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (the ‘Dodd-Frank Act’)
Purpose: Part of the Dodd-Frank Act modifies and increases the powers of the SEC. Further, it requires that the SEC provide whistleblowers with 10% to
30% of the sanction enforced by the SEC on the basis that:
i. Original documentation was provided by the whistleblower
ii. The sanction imposed by the SEC is greater than US$1,000,000.
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United Kingdom
Treaties
The UK has signed and ratified the following international treaties in relation to anti-bribery and corruption:
1. OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions
2. United Nations Convention against Corruption
3. United Nations Convention against Transnational Organised Crime.
Legislation
Under the above conventions, the UK has committed to managing and criminalising bribery and corruption under the following legislation:
1. Bribery Act 2010 (‘Bribery Act’)
Became law in the UK on 8 April 2010 and came into force on 1 July 2011.
Purpose: The Bribery Act replaces the UK’s previous anti-bribery legislation and makes provision about offences relating to bribery. The Bribery Act contains
four separate offences:
i. Two general offences, being active bribery (the offering, pledging or providing of a bribe) and passive bribery (the requesting, consenting to accept or
accepting of a bribe)
ii. A specific offence in relation to the bribery of foreign public officials in order to obtain or retain business or a business advantage
iii. A corporate offence relating to the failure of organisations to prevent bribery by an ‘associated’ person.
Applies to: All UK citizens, residents, companies and partnerships established under UK law as well as non-UK companies if they do business in the UK.
The Bribery Act is extra-territorial, which means that the relevant person or company can be prosecuted for the crimes even if they were committed overseas.
Enforcement: The UK Serious Fraud Office is responsible for enforcing provisions in respect of overseas corruption.
Penalties: Up to ten years imprisonment and an unlimited fine.
Note: The Bribery Act gives a broad definition of an associated person as a person who performs services for or on behalf of a commercial organisation.
1 The tables above set out the anti-bribery and corruption legislative provisions applicable in the regions listed above on a Federal level.
2 Each Australian state has its own anti-bribery and corruption laws in place. Section 109 of the Constitution of Australia stipulates that in the event of an inconsistency
between Commonwealth and State laws, Commonwealth laws prevail over those of a State to the extent of any inconsistency.
3 With regards to the US, this summary has focused on the FCPA. US domestic bribery law is set out in the US Code (USC), 18 USC Section 201 enacted in 1962.
4 Penalty units - Breaches of statute law in Australia are usually prescribed in terms of penalty units which are defined in section 4AA of the Crimes Act 1914 (Cth). Section 4AA
defines a ‘penalty unit’ as $110.
5 This summary has been prepared by resources from the Deloitte Forensic practice. Deloitte Forensic staff are not lawyers and our summary should not be relied upon as legal advice.

“We have seen a significant lack of knowledge about the basic legislation, both local and
foreign, that prohibits bribery and corruption. This suggests that bribery and corruption
are not high on the risk agenda for Australian and New Zealand corporates, when the
opposite should be the case.
Many leaders see fraud, bribery and corruption offences as the work of individuals in
isolation and not part of any systemic problem. But if a problem isn’t seen as systemic,
it won’t go up the risk flag pole. All the necessary controls might be in place, but they
will not work if there is no culture, or ‘tone from the top’, to back them up.
How penetrative are the policies that are in place? This is the question organisations
need to be asking.”
Rachel Besley, Deloitte General Counsel Australia
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